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Hygge
Enjoy Every Moment Like the Danish Do! Denmark is said to be the happiest
country in the world The Danish people owe their happy life to the art of hygge,
meaning intimacy, coziness and joy. Hygge teaches to enjoy life from the comfort
of your house. Get together and learn how simple, inexpensive experiences and
activities can drastically improve your life quality. Cuddle with a loved one, share
food, read by the candlelight and release your oxycontin. Not only is this book
about the subject Hygge, reading it also makes you 'feel' Hygge. Get inspired by
easy to understand information that will help you live, love and even decorate your
house. Get in touch with yourself, friends, family and co-workers. Discover the joy
of simplicity and coziness with the Hygge lifestyle borrowed from the Danish.
Hygge will motivate you to slow down and enjoy the most intimate, special and
heartwarming moments. Learn to appreciate your indoors and surroundings, your
safe haven and your playground. Get in touch with the secrets of the Danish! This
book will teach you a lot more than how to enjoy your cup of tea while listening to
the rain ticking on the roof. Capture the moment, reclaim your joy and get
together. In ‘Hyge: The Danish Art of Comfort, Joy and Happiness’, you will
learn:What Hygge is, means and does for youHow to slow down, relax and enjoy
the moment like the DanishHow to be authentic with life and people around
youCountless ways to surround yourself with good energy at homeHyggelist
activities that help you connect and bond with yourselfWhat hygge can do for
relationshipsThe best oxytocin boostersHow to Hygge by yourselfHow to design
your ‘Hygge home’Colors and their effect on feelingsHow to improve your quality
of life with 30-day Hygge challengesAs a bonus, the book comes with high-quality
Hygge recipes for the whole family! Learn about Denmark’s best lifestyle secrets.
Grab your copy today! The book contains high-quality photographs, making the
print version a perfect gift!

The Year of Living Danishly
The wildly popular phenomenon of hygge gets a warm American twist with this
gifty, illustrated guide from bestselling Danish-American author Stephanie
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Pedersen. With their overscheduled lifestyles, Americans can't always find time for
the people and things they love. Enter American Cozy, which uses the Danish
phenomenon of hygge--comfort, togetherness, and well-being--to bring coziness
and ease to readers' homes, work, and lives. Filled with charming four-color
illustrations, it explores organization and home décor, entertaining, cooking,
creating a happier, more productive work life, de-cluttering, and slowing down.

Hygge Habits
Join the happiness revolution! The author of the New York Times bestseller The
Little Book of Hygge offers more inspiration and suggestions for achieving greater
happiness, by practicing Lykke (LOO-ka)—pursuing and finding the good that exists
in the world around us every day. While the Danes are the happiest people on the
planet, happiness isn’t exclusively Danish; cultures around the world have their
own unique approaches to leading a contented, fulfilled life. For his work at the
Happiness Research Institute in Copenhagen, Meik Wiking travels the globe from
Dubai to Finland, Rio de Janeiro to Bhutan, South Korea to the United States, to
discover the secrets of the very happiest people. In The Little Book of Lykke, Meik
identifies the six factors that explain the majority of differences in happiness
across the world—togetherness, money, health, freedom, trust, and kindness—and
explores what actions we can take to become happier. As he reveals, we can
deepen our blissfulness and contentment with little adjustments in our behavior,
whether it’s eating like the French (sitting around a table and savoring our time) or
dancing the tango like Argentinians in Buenos Aires. With his trademark warmth
and wit, Meik explores the happiness gap for parents, how much money you really
need to buy happiness, how we can be healthier without having to go to the gym,
how we can learn to build trust and collaboration, how we can help ourselves by
helping others, and why our expectations often outweigh our reality. Weaving
together original research and personal anecdotes, The Little Book of Lykke is a
global roadmap for joy that offers a new approach to achieving everyday
happiness that not only improve our own lives, but help us build better
communities and a better world.

Hygge & West Home
Tastemakers Christiana and Aimee of Hygge & West know that the key to making a
house into a home is in the decoration—whether that means embracing natural
elements, creating cozy spaces, making room for family, or finding your own
personal charm in every space. Hygge & West Home offers a look into 20
covetable homes designed to promote feelings of coziness, companionship, and
comfort, from an intimate apartment in San Francisco to a log cabin in Wyoming, a
family home in Minneapolis, and a colorful oasis in Brooklyn. With page after page
of aspirational interiors, engaging interviews with home owners, and tips on
creating similar feelings in any space, this eyecatching book explores what makes
a house a truly personal space and offers readers the tools and inspiration to make
their home their own.

The Simplicity of Cozy
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Hygge (pronounced “hoo-gah”) is a Danish word that describes the feeling of being
cozy, comfortable, and at peace with the world. It’s almost impossible to translate
to English, and it’s probably the reason that Denmark is one of the happiest
countries in the world. According to the London Evening Standard, hygge takes us
beyond mindful meditation and adult coloring books and introduces us to a
comfortable, warm, relaxing lifestyle exemplified by those in Denmark. The Joy of
Hygge is packed with recipes to warm you on a winter’s evening, craft ideas for
decorating your home, and inspirational suggestions for enjoying the magic of
everyday pleasures. Learn how to make your life more hyggelig by: •Creating a
snuggly pair of hand-knitted socks •Filling your house with more light and nature
displays •Building a cozy campfire for friends and family •Taking advantage of
picnics, bike rides, and woodland walks •Appreciating the natural wonders that
surround us every day •And more! Remember—a little hygge brings a lot of
happiness.

The Secret Joy of Hygge
Connect with the Spiritual Energy of Coziness for More Joy, Contentment, and
Satisfaction Make cozy your way of life with this inspiring guide on connecting to
the positive energy of simple, everyday moments. Known around the world as
hygge (hoo-ga), lagom (lay-go-m), and other similar terms, cozy and balanced
living helps you improve your health, happiness, and spirituality by understanding
and feeling the frequency of people, animals, places, and situations. The Simplicity
of Cozy is a beginner's guide to self-care that presents a variety of topics relating
to and supporting cozy living, including mindfulness, simple ritual, home
environment, relationship connections, and being in nature. Easy exercises and
practical techniques are featured throughout, helping you make more soulful
connections and find appreciation in all you are and all you experience.

The Joy of Hygge
New York Times Bestseller Embrace Hygge (pronounced hoo-ga) and become
happier with this definitive guide to the Danish philosophy of comfort,
togetherness, and well-being. Why are Danes the happiest people in the world?
The answer, says Meik Wiking, CEO of the Happiness Research Institute in
Copenhagen, is Hygge. Loosely translated, Hygge—pronounced Hoo-ga—is a sense
of comfort, togetherness, and well-being. "Hygge is about an atmosphere and an
experience," Wiking explains. "It is about being with the people we love. A feeling
of home. A feeling that we are safe." Hygge is the sensation you get when you’re
cuddled up on a sofa, in cozy socks under a soft throw, during a storm. It’s that
feeling when you’re sharing comfort food and easy conversation with loved ones at
a candlelit table. It is the warmth of morning light shining just right on a crisp bluesky day. The Little Book of Hygge introduces you to this cornerstone of Danish life,
and offers advice and ideas on incorporating it into your own life, such as: Get
comfy. Take a break. Be here now. Turn off the phones. Turn down the lights. Bring
out the candles. Build relationships. Spend time with your tribe. Give yourself a
break from the demands of healthy living. Cake is most definitely Hygge. Live life
today, like there is no coffee tomorrow. From picking the right lighting to
organizing a Hygge get-together to dressing hygge, Wiking shows you how to
experience more joy and contentment the Danish way.
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Hygge
Uncover the secrets of the Swedish philosophy of life called Lagom – meaning ‘just
enough’. At its core is the idea that we can strike a healthy balance with the world
around us without having to make extreme changes, and without denying
ourselves anything.

The Book of Hygge
Do you sometimes feel like your life is a mad rush without ending or meaning?
Would you like to find something that offers relaxation, happiness and
contentment, all rolled into one? You can have all of that with the Danish art of
Hygge, and it is easier to achieve than you perhaps would think. For many of us in
today's crazy and hectic world of careers, family, and social lives, we can often
forget that the things which are simpler and give the greatest pleasure are often
put to one side. The simple pleasure of sitting in silence, watching the sunset, or
enjoying the crackle of a fire as you share a meal can often have a greater effect
on our souls than any material thing. And this where Hygge makes its mark. Hygge
is more than just a concept. It is a way of being and living that has been adopted
by countless numbers of people throughout Scandinavia and the wider world and
reflects a coziness that encompasses the positivity and enjoyment that one can get
from simple everyday things. It does not need to cost a lot of money and can be as
humble as having a warm fire and enough food to eat. In Hygge: Discovering the
Danish Art of Happiness - How to Live Cosily and Enjoy Life's Simple Pleasures, you
will find six chapters which give in-depth information on what Hygge is and how
you can apply it, including: Where Hygge comes from The fundamental principles
of Hygge The benefits you can get from living a Hygge lifestyle How to apply
Hygge to your life How Hygge changes with each season How to live a Hygge
lifestyle, even when you have a budget to consider Millions of people around the
world are turning to Hygge as a great way to live their lives. You can now be a part
of this amazing revolution, build a simpler life, and be happier, more content, and
in control of your life. Learn the Secrets of the Happiest Country Today by Clicking
the "Add to Cart" Button at the Top of the Page.

The Little Book of Hygge
Color your way to hygge - the art of living simply. Hygge, a Danish term that most
nearly means "cozy," describes a lifestyle and aesthetic focused on appreciating
simple comforts, such as a warm cup of tea in front of a blazing fire or a loaf of
homemade bread shared among friends. This coloring book filled with hygge
images - woolen socks, glowing candles, comfy furniture, and steaming mugs of
tea - is designed to inspire a sense of gratitude and calm.

The Cosy HYGGE Winter Colouring Book
With several hygge books available on the market, this is the revised version of
The Cozy Life that started it all. In todays world, were constantly rushing from one
thing to the next and struggling with information overload. Were more
disconnected from ourselves and our loved ones than ever before. Rediscover the
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joy of the simple things by learning about the cultural phenomenon of hygge and
the secret as to why Denmark is consistently rated the happiest country in the
world. Embrace the little things and take simplicity and minimalism up a notch.
This charming little book, filled with hand-drawn illustrations, will inspire you to
slow down and enjoy lifes cozy moments.

The Little Book of Lykke
New York Times Real Estate columnists and home experts Ronda Kaysen and
Michelle Higgins share their insider knowledge in this essential, all-in-one resource
for how to buy, decorate, organize and maintain your space. Whether you are
shopping for a first home, renting a new apartment or are searching for smart and
affordable ways to redecorate or reorganize, Right at Home is the book for you.
Kaysen and Higgins have spent more than two decades interviewing experts and
demystifying all aspects of home buying and care. This guide, drawn from their
work, will be with you at every turn, whether you're unpacking the kitchen for the
first time, moving in with your significant other, or figuring out what to do with all
those baby bottles and sippy cups now that the last child is out of diapers and the
cabinets are bursting. Including pro tips from experts such as Marie Kondo, Bunny
Williams and Justina Blakeney, and a removable annual home maintenance
checklist, Right at Home is the indispensable guide that you will return to again
and again.

Hygge
Does the hustle and bustle of modern living overwhelm you at times? Are you
looking for a way to feel a sense of calm and ease in your own home? If you
typically find yourself feeling stressed about how busy the world is today and are
looking for a way to slow things down a bit in order to find more enjoyment out of
life on a daily basis, then this book is definitely for you! Grab this book, Hygge: An
Introduction to the Danish Art of Cozy Living to start learning the secrets of how
you can start to live a life that is primarily filled with joy, pleasure, and a sense of
safety. After reading about what the hygge lifestyle can offer you, you’ll have a
much better understanding of why this type of lifestyle has become so trendy and
popular in recent years. Imagine a world where you feel stress-free whenever
you’re at home or in the presence of people about whom you truly care. When
you’re able to design a life of comfort, you’re going to find that happiness is going
to flow into your life at a faster pace than you’ve ever imagined possible. If
happiness is what you truly value over all other material possessions, then it is
essential that you start to integrate hygge principles into your life, sooner rather
than later. Once you’ve surrounded yourself with comfort and pleasure, your world
will be primed and ready for the happiness that will inevitably come with this
pursuit. It’s that simple. This book is going to provide you with the following
information regarding the hygge lifestyle: What hygge is and how it
originatedHome decorating techniques that you can use in conjunction with hygge
idealsHow to enhance your relationships through hyggeTips on how activities that
will promote a greater sense of calm in your lifeWhy hygge is important for your
mental health and clarity And so much more! With your happiness on the line, it’s
important that you read Hygge: An Introduction to the Danish Art of Cozy Living
right away!
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Lagom: The Swedish Art of Living a Balanced, Happy Life
Hygge: Comfort & Food For The Soul A cosy collection of comfort food, drinks &
lifestyle recipes for you, your friends & family to enjoy. The Danish often say that
the art of hygge is only ever meant to be felt, not explained and that its meaning is
lost in translation. Whilst no singular word can adequately define it. cosiness,
comfort, contentment, bliss, happiness, warmth, friendship, family, gratitude,
appreciation of simplicity and the here & now are just some of the words which fit.
Hygge is warm drinks, comfort food, cosy clothes, candles, blankets, conversation,
bike rides & walks through the forest. Hygge can be tasted, seen, heard & felt - it
affects all our senses. In short it's about enjoying the simple pleasures in life. With
over 60 food & drink recipes and craft ideas along with tips to hygge your life, this
book is the perfect introduction to the Danish art of happiness.

Hygge and Lagom
I Love Animals in Clothes: A Coloring Book of Cute and Quirky
Animal Portraits
Candlelight is hygge; the smell of freshly brewed coffee is hygge; the feel of crisp,
clean bed linen is hygge; dinner with friends is hygge. 'Hygge', pronounced 'hooga', is a Danish philosophy that roughly translates to 'cosiness'. But it is so much
more than that. It's a way of life that encourages us to be kinder to ourselves, to
take pleasure in the modest, the mundane and the familiar. It is a celebration of
the everyday, of sensual experiences rather then things. It's an entire attitude to
life that results in Denmark regularly being voted one of the happiest countries in
the world. So, with two divorces behind her and her 50th birthday rapidly
approaching, journalist Charlotte Abrahams ponders whether it's hygge that's been
missing from her life. Is it a philosophy we can all embrace? In a society where
lifestyle trends tend to centre on deprivation - be it no sugar, no gluten, no
possessions - what does cherishing yourself actually mean? And will it make her
happy? In Hygge, Charlotte Abrahams weaves the history of hygge and its role in
Danish culture with her own attempts, as an English woman, to embrace a more
hygge life. In this beautifully written and stylishly designed book, she examines the
impact this has on her home, her health, her relationships and, of course, her
happiness. Light a candle, pour yourself a glass of wine, and get ready to enjoy
your more hygge life.

Hygge
Inside, you will find fifty coloring pages ranging from an Alpaca wearing a shirt and
overalls to a Walrus wearing a sweater and a cap. The fifty pages are composed of
two sets of twenty-five images. The first set has fancy picture frames and
wallpaper backgrounds. The second set contains the same animals but without
frames or backgrounds.

The Joy of Hygge
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One little word is the secret reminder of what really matters in life: Hygge.
CHRISTMAS is the perfect time to embrace it and THIS BOOK will show you how.
------------------------------ To me, hygge is: - Meeting my sister for a walk in the park,
chatting, laughing and clowning around, as if we were children again. - Listening to
the rain on the roof with a cup of tea and my boyfriend next to me. - Drinking wine
in my mum's garden - Enjoying a cup of coffee with good friends, that becomes a
dinner, that becomes a late-night drink, because no one wants the evening to end.
------------------------------ Though we all know the feeling of hygge instinctively few of
us ever manage to capture it for more than a moment. Now Danish actress and
hygge aficionado Marie Tourell Søderberg - star of BBC 4's 1864 - has travelled the
length and breadth of her home country to create the perfect guide to cooking,
decorating, entertaining and being inspired the hygge way. Full of beautiful
photographs and simple, practical steps and ideas to make your home and life
both comfortable and cheering all year round, this book is the easy way to
introduce hygge into your life. 'Pretty, homey and intimate, scattered with
reflections from ordinary Danes' Guardian

Hygge Happy Coloring Book
Prioritizing your time and your life, you'll be able to manage a bustling home in a
way that honors God and builds up family relationships. By following the clear
model of Proverbs 31:10, and adapting the characteristics that make up a faithful
homekeeper, you too can become an "Excellent Wife."

Woodland Wonder
Pronounced "hoo-gah," the Danish term hygge basically means coziness. These 31
soothing illustrations bring the concept home with relaxing images of a glowing
fire, a warm family dinner, quiet reading time, and more.

Large Family Logistics
Hygge Is Not About Candles You can feel hygge without candles, woolen socks or a
fireplace. It's about something more. "By embracing hygge, you can make every
moment in life meaningful and learn how to best take care of yourself." Danes are
not happy because they wear loose clothes. There's more to it. You know it. If
scented candles made people happy, nobody today would be depressed. I want to
show you, what it is actually about. "Hygge is the embodiment of that feeling you
experience around Christmas time when everything has a sense of a magical glow
around it and when everyone you love is around." I'm sure you have experienced
that feeling. It feels wonderful. Love is in the air. Everybody is enjoying their time.
Your family is together, united. What if you could maintain that feeling all year
round? "Hygge is applied all throughout the year, and not just during Christmas
time." Sounds wonderful, right? Would you like to know how to achieve it? Let me
show you what's in this book: 7 simple rules that are essential to experience hygge
Why it doesn't matter how many candles you have 7 timeless principles Danes live
by to stay happy and fulfilled in their relationships An ancient Jewish concept that
will help you find more peace and silence The most common mistake that kills
hygge instantly and how to avoid it A simple action you can take to experience
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hygge wherever you are A forgotten family activity that will bring your loved ones
together And much more I'm sure you already know something about hygge.
Otherwise you wouldn't be here. You read some blogs, maybe you even bought
some books. But your life didn't change. I want to change that. This book is
designed to change your life. It explains what actually makes Danes happy. The
essence of their happiness. The art of hygge. It will help you feel more peace and
joy in your life. It works for them. Why wouldn't it for you. Please value your time If
you want to experience more hygge in your life, more peace, more connection to
your family, and less stress in your day to day life, please don't wait. Every second
of your time is precious and should be spent living hygge. Click the BUY NOW
button right now to discover what you've been missing out on the entire time.

Creative Haven Happy Home
Hygge (pronounced 'hue-ga') is the Danish concept of creating a warm cosy and
inviting home, embracing and celebrating the simple pleasures in life, and creating
special cosy moments during those cold wintery months.

Hygge and Lagom
Relax and feel your stress slip away as you focus your mind on contented hygge
coloring. Hygge Happy Coloring Book is packed with hygge tips and classic hygge
images of soothing baths, cozy armchairs, delicious snacks, fragrant flowers, warm
sweaters, and more.

Hygge
While the Danish concept of hygge as caught on around the globe, so has
lagom—its Swedish counterpart. An essential part of the lagom lifestyle, fika is the
simple art of taking a break—sometimes twice a day—to enjoy a warm beverage
and sweet treat with friends. This delightful gift book offers an introduction to the
tradition along with recipes to help you establish your own fika practice.

The Cozy Life with Hygge
Spread hygge happiness throughout your life. The Secret Joy of Hygge (HOO-gah)
shows you how to make small changes to bring more warmth and joy to your
everyday life. Sipping a cozy cup of tea. Nesting at your desk surrounded by your
favorite plants and pictures. Gathering loved ones around your table. All are the
hygge way. With simple, actionable techniques, you_ll learn how to embody hygge
inside_and how to live it at home, at work, and with family and friends. If your life
is a little frantic and you_re looking to slow down, de-stress, and increase your
overall happiness, this book is for you. The Secret Joy of Hygge includes: Hygge
101_defines hygge, explains the history behind the concept, and describes its role
in creating happiness Hygge for all_shows you how to apply this Danish idea to
your life no matter where in the world you live Beyond hygge_examines related
topics like meditation, feng shui, and minimalism Explore hygge and discover the
simple joys of unplugging and reconnecting with yourself and your world. Let these
step-by-step strategies be your guide.
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The Little Book of Fika
Hygge Habits - 42 Habits for a Happy Life through Danish Hygge that take Five
Minutes or LessHygge can be translated in many different ways although it is
impossible to describe all that it covers in one English word. A sense of belonging
and community, warmth, comfort, companionship, a sense of purpose that values
looking after yourself, your family and friends above all - these might be some of
the ways to think of hygge. This book will provide you with not just an
understanding of what hygge is, but also how you can incorporate hygge and all its
benefits into your life with 42 habits that will take no more than five minutes each.
This book is a resource of activities and actions that you can put into practice
today. These habits all take under 5 minutes to carry out, but will have significant
benefits for you, both in the short and in the long term. Read this book to gain an
understanding of some of the reasons why the Danes are so happy and how you
can follow Danish principles easily and painlessly. This book reveals how to add
hygge to your home, how to create hygge with your family and community, in the
workplace and most importantly within yourself. This book is a practical resource of
how to build the very concept of hygge into your life so it becomes second nature
to you. It covers different aspects of your life and gives a clear understanding of
why and how you can add more hygge into your daily or weekly routine - quickly
and easily. Learn about practical ways to create hygge habits including: How to
create the perfect hygge environment How to add hygge habits to your personal,
daily routine with no fuss How to minimize and cope with stress with hygge habits
How to add hygge benefits to your interactions with your friends How to build easy
hygge habits and time into your family's routine How to ensure that hygge habits
are long-lasting and stick And much more If you are looking for an explanation of
hygge and how to build it and all of its benefits into your daily routine easily and
painlessly, then this book is for you. Scroll to the top of the page and hit Buy Now!

The Art of Making Memories
What’s the actual secret to happiness? Great memories! Meik Wiking—happiness
researcher and New York Times bestselling author of The Little Book of Hygge and
The Little Book of Lykke—shows us how to create memories that make life sweet in
this charming book. Do you remember your first kiss? The day you graduated?
Your favorite vacation? Or the best meal you ever had? Memories are the
cornerstones of our identity, shaping who we are, how we act, and how we feel. In
his work as a happiness researcher, Meik Wiking has learned that people are
happier if they hold a positive, nostalgic view of the past. But how do we make and
keep the memories that bring us lasting joy? The Art of Making Memories examines
how mental images are made, stored, and recalled in our brains, as well as the “art
of letting go”—why we tend to forget certain moments to make room for deeper,
more meaningful ones. Meik uses data, interviews, global surveys, and real-life
experiments to explain the nuances of nostalgia and the different ways we form
memories around our experiences and recall them—revealing the power that a
“first time” has on our recollections, and why a piece of music, a smell, or a taste
can unexpectedly conjure a moment from the past. Ultimately, Meik shows how we
each can create warm memories that will stay with us for years. Combining his
signature charm with Scandinavian forthrightness, filled with infographics,
illustrations, and photographs, and featuring “Happy Memory Tips,” The Art of
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Making Memories is an inspiration meditation and practical handbook filled with
ideas to help us make the memories that will bring us joy throughout our lives.

The Hygge Holiday
* NOW WITH A NEW CHAPTER * 'A hugely enjoyable romp through the pleasures
and pitfalls of setting up home in a foreign land.'- Guardian Given the opportunity
of a new life in rural Jutland, Helen Russell discovered a startling statistic:
Denmark, land of long dark winters, cured herring, Lego and pastries, was the
happiest place on earth. Keen to know their secrets, Helen gave herself a year to
uncover the formula for Danish happiness. From childcare, education, food and
interior design to SAD and taxes, The Year of Living Danishly records a funny,
poignant journey, showing us what the Danes get right, what they get wrong, and
how we might all live a little more Danishly ourselves. In this new edition, six years
on Helen reveals how her life and family have changed, and explores how
Denmark, too – or her understanding of it – has shifted. It’s a messy and flawed
place, she concludes – but can still be a model for a better way of living.

The Hygge Life
Hygge (pronounced “hoo-gah”) is a Danish word that describes the feeling of being
cozy, comfortable, and at peace with the world. It’s almost impossible to translate
to English, and it’s probably the reason that Denmark is one of the happiest
countries in the world. According to the London Evening Standard, hygge takes us
beyond mindful meditation and adult coloring books and introduces us to a
comfortable, warm, relaxing lifestyle exemplified by those in Denmark. The Joy of
Hygge is packed with recipes to warm you on a winter’s evening, craft ideas for
decorating your home, and inspirational suggestions for enjoying the magic of
everyday pleasures. Learn how to make your life more hyggelig by: •Creating a
snuggly pair of hand-knitted socks •Filling your house with more light and nature
displays •Building a cozy campfire for friends and family •Taking advantage of
picnics, bike rides, and woodland walks •Appreciating the natural wonders that
surround us every day •And more! Remember—a little hygge brings a lot of
happiness.

Time to Hygge
Turn your life into something you actually enjoy by using hygge! Some of the
simplest moments are the most precious. Stop chasing after material objects. In
Hygge: The Danish Secrets of Happiness. How to be Happy and Healthy in Your
Daily Life, you will learn the secrets to making your life more enjoyable and
minimizing your stress. You will learn how to add coziness to your days instead of
stress. Above all, you will learn to stop staring at your phone and instead make
more magical moments with your loved ones. It is easy to make money and buy
new things. But what about experiences? Experiences are far more lasting and
meaningful than cars, clothes, gadgets, and accessories. In this book, you will learn
how to simplify your life and become happier by favoring the little moments over
material things. You will learn to prefer spending time with your family and doing
fun activities for free over stressing about making credit card payments. Learn
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from the Best. Maya Thoresen is a Danish writer and lifestyle coach who is an
expert on hygge. She created this book to reach people who are caught up in the
hustle of commercialized life and who have forgotten to enjoy the simpler
moments. She divulges her secrets to a richer, more enjoyable life in this book.
Hygge makes you appreciate the little moments. Suddenly, your life becomes filled
with joy that was never there before. So make your life a little more Danish by
reading this book today! Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy now
button.

Hygge: the Danish Secrets of Happiness
"Fear less, hope more; eat less, chew more; hate less, love more; and all good
things are yours." —Scandinavian proverbHygge—the now familiar Danish word for
warmth, coziness, peace and harmony—is something we all aspire to. This
charming little book, filled with comforting quotes and simple tips, will help you
kindle this coziness in your own life. Light a candle, snuggle up and celebrate the
things that make life good.

American Hygge
If You Want To Discover The Secret Of Happiness And Bring Balance Into Your Life
Read On! Would you like to make your home a comforting, relaxing, friendly place?
Do you want to break the crazy cycle of dieting and overeating, procrastination
and overworking, and finally find moderation? Are you trying to lead a life that's
cozy, mindful, and low-stress but keep falling off the wagon? Well, the
Scandinavians are here to help you. The Vikings may have loved battles and
dangerous adventures, but their descendants seem to have mastered the art of
cozy happiness. Denmark is the world's happiest country, with Norway, Iceland,
and Sweden close by. What is it that makes Scandinavians so happy? It's their
lifestyle, which emphasizes well-being, mindfulness, and moderation. Two key
Scandinavian lifestyle concepts are hygge and lagom. The Danish concept of
hygge is all about creating an environment that's cozy, relaxing, and comforting like a hug (yes, the words hygge and hug are probably related!). While hygge is
more focused on creating a cozy home, lagom is more about your attitude to doing
things. Not too much, not too little, just right. Take coffee breaks (known in
Swedish as fika). Put together a capsule wardrobe and never struggle with having
too many clothes. Practice small acts of kindness while not forgetting about selfcare. If all of this sounds nice but you're not sure how to make this work in your life
read this book! Here's what you'll discover: How to create hygge in your home: a
step-by-step guide Practical strategies to make hygge a part of your daily routine
The art of hygge cooking How to introduce lagom into your home, work, and family
And much more! This book is filled with practical tips that go beyond stereotypical
advice about warm socks and candles. It will show you everyday routines that will
make your life hygge and help you find balance even when life gets tough. Make
your life cozy and balanced. Start now. Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click",
and Get Your Copy Now!

Hygge The Practical Guide to Incorporating The Secrets of the
Danish Art of Happiness That Can Bring Unlimited Joy Into
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Daily Life
A food and lifestyle book dedicated to the Scandinavian concept of hygge (loosely
translated as "coziness"); how to create it for yourself and others, and how to
incorporate it into holidays, travel, decor, entertaining, and everyday life, with
approximately 30 recipes. Hygge is centered around the idea of feeling snug and
inviting comforting elements into day-to-day life while creating warmth,
community, and intimacy. A bakery is hygge. Bikes are more hygge than cars.
Cozyashows readers how small gestures (putting wool blankets and warm cider out
for guests) or larger undertakings (building bonfires and making campfire bread to
celebrate solstice) can warm the psyche and foster hygge. The book is divided into
chapters focused on different opportunities for hygge; morning rituals, family
gatherings, holidays, bedtime rituals, decorating, and caring for yourself, with
more than 30 recipes for cozy and comforting food and drink plus stunning
photography throughout.

Bouncing Back
Specific activities are designed to encourage you to cultivate togetherness and joy
at the smallest and simplest things in everyday life. This book provides an in-depth
explanation of the hygge lifestyle, as well as numerous bits of practical advice on
how to practice hygge every day.

The New York Times: Right at Home
If you would like to feel happier, more content and relaxed on a daily basis then
keep reading Today's modern world can seem like problem after problem and we
all get wrapped up in it far too much from time to time. But, have you ever stopped
and considered how much our busy lives can detriment our happiness and quality
of life? Quite simply, most of us think this is just how it is, BUT it doesn't have to
be! Could you imagine cultivating peace and the ability to enjoy every single
moment in your life and become incredibly happy? No longer does this have to be
a fantasy, you have found the solution- Hygge. What is Hygge (Pronounced hooga)? Hygge is a lifestyle that comes from Denmark (The happiest country in the
world I thought I'd mention) that, in essence, means creating a warm atmosphere
and enjoying the good things in life with good people. Saying this, it goes beyond
this and can be applied to every aspect of your life, and that is exactly what this
book will show you how to do. It shows you exactly why you need to slow down and
the incredible benefits this will give you. It's time to put down that buzzing phone
for a bit and dive head first into what you love, whether that will be getting the
mixing bowl out or getting your hiking boots on. It could even be as simple as
getting cozy with a loved one for a movie, it's time to relax and treat yourself to
"The Cozy Life." In Hygge How to Incorporate The Secrets of the Danish art of
Happiness That can Bring Unlimited Joy into Daily Life You will discover - The
Secret Hygge strategies straight from the happiest country in the world! - Why you
aren't fulfilled (Hint- The next iPhone isn't going to do it either!) - How to embrace
Hygge all year round! - The origins of Hygge and why it still matters in the modern
world - How to take your relationships to the next level! - Step by step guide to
Hygge on a budget! - 10 SIMPLE strategies to employ Hygge while travelling - The
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secrets to becoming truly present in life - The magic of candles on your happiness How to utilise Hygge in your home- While on a BUDGET! - What you can implement
to become as happy as the Danish - The simplest secret to skyrocket your
happiness! - The power of music in your Hygge journey - The almost unknown
aspect of life that could transform your life forever - A step by step guide to
making your life more Hygge starting today! - The must know tips to make your
house more Hygge! And so much more! Just picture it now, curled up with a loved
one, lights dimmed, candles on, fully present to the moment, breathing in and just
realizing 'Wow, life can be truly amazing.' Get started today on the Hygge lifestyle,
you deserve a break, you deserve to slow down, you deserve the Hygge lifestyle.
You'll thank me after. So, if you're ready to increase the amount of joy in your
everyday life, click "Add to Cart" in the top right corner!

Little Book of Hygge
"Advice, exercises, and examples to help readers increase their clarity, connection,
competence, calm, and courage, from a clinical therapist, mindfulness teacher, and
expert on the neuroscience of relationships. Applicable to relationships, jobs, and
everyday life"--Provided by publisher.

American Cozy
Two manuscripts in one book: Hygge: Unlock the Danish Art of Coziness and
Happiness Lagom: What You Need to Know About the Swedish Art of Living a
Balanced Life

Hygge
The perfect recipe for hygge this autumn: make a hot chocolate, draw the curtains,
snuggle under a blanket and read your way to happiness! It's autumn in Yulethorpe
and everyone is gloomy. It's cold, drizzly and the skies are permagrey. The last
shop on the high street - an adorable little toy shop - has just shut its doors.
Everything is going wrong for Yulethorpe this autumn. Until Clara Kristensen
arrives. Clara is on holiday but she can see the potential in the pretty town, so she
rolls up her sleeves and sets to work. Things are looking up until Joe comes to
Yulethorpe to find out exactly what is going on with his mother's shop. Joe is Very
Busy and Important in the City and very sure that Clara is up to no good. Surely no
one would work this hard just for the fun of it? Can a man who answers emails at 3
a. m. learn to appreciate the slower, happier, hygge things in life - naps, candles,
good friends and maybe even falling in love? Rosie Blake is Brilliantly fun - Heat
Just brilliant - Fabulous magazine Hilarious - Hello **** Reviewers love The Hygge
Holiday 'The most gorgeous read' - Sun 'What a wonderful book! Rosie Blake's best
novel yet - I had such a gorgeous time reading this story that I couldn't put it down.
It was genuinely funny, warm-hearted, and full of unforgettable characters. A pure
heartwarming pleasure of a read.' - bestselling author Kirsty Greenwood Light the
scented candles and hunker down on the sofa with a hot choc this funny, warm
hug of a book is the ideal companion. - Fabulous magazine 'The Hygge Holiday is
hilarious, cosy, heart-warming, fulfilling; pretty much everything you would want
from a book An absolutely phenomenal tale from the incredibly talented Rosie
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Blake Be prepared to devour The Hygge Holiday in one sitting. Be prepared to love
this book, because yes, it truly is THAT fabulous. Five stars for sure.' - The Writing
Garnet 'I loved it' - Heidi Swain, author of Mince Pies and Mistletoe at the Christmas
Market

Hygge
"The centuries-old Danish tradition of Hygge (pronounced "hue-gah") comes from a
country voted to be the happiest on earth, and its special custom of emotional
warmth, slowness, and appreciation, is becoming increasingly familiar to an
international audience. To hygge means to enjoy the good things in life with good
people"--

Hygge Adult Coloring Book
A sweet and cozy coloring book for all ages. Twenty-four unique and whimsical
illustrations feature forest animals, Scandinavian patterns, florals, and easy-tocolor artwork. Simple and fun-to-color shapes are for all skill levels and ages.
Includes a double set of images for extra fun or to share with a friend.
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